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We study the extended Hubbard model on a triangular lattice near doping x= 13 , which may be relevant for
the recently discovered superconductor NaxCoO2·yH2O. By generalizing this model to N fermionic species,
we formulate a meanfield description in the limit of large N. In meanfield, we find two possible phases: a
renormalized Fermi liquid and a ˛33˛3 charge density wave state. The transition between the two phases is
driven by increasing the nearest-neighbor repulsion and is found to be first order for doping x= 13 , but occurs
close to the point of the local instability of the uniform liquid. We also study fluctuations about the uniform
meanfield state in a systematic 1 /N expansion, focusing on the residual interaction of quasiparticles and
possible superconducting instabilities due to this interaction. Upon moving towards the charge density wave
instability, the increasing charge fluctuations favor a particular f-wave triplet state. (This state was recently
discussed by Tanaka et al., cond-mat/0311266.) We also report a direct Gutzwiller wave function study of the
spin-12 model.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.70.024514 PACS number(s): 74.20.Rp
I. INTRODUCTION
Motivated by the recently discovered superconductivity1
in NaxCoO2·yH2O sx< 13 d and the unusual electronic
properties2 of the NaxCoO2 series, we began a study of the tV
model on a triangular lattice,3 focusing primarily on the
renormalized Fermi liquid regime. We pointed out that
nearest-neighbor repulsion can lead to significant renormal-
ization of the effective hopping amplitude, which seems to
be the case in these materials. We also argued that strong
repulsion drives this model into a ˛33˛3 charge ordered
state near commensurate dopings x= 13 and
2
3 .
We continue this study here and perform a systematic
slave boson meanfield analysis of the Fermi liquid close to
the charge density wave (CDW) state for dopings near x= 13 .
We also consider the residual interaction between the quasi-
particles and study which superconductivity channels are fa-
vored in the tV model on the triangular lattice. Of particular
interest here is the possible enhancement of some channels
due to charge fluctuations upon approaching the CDW phase.
Such studies of superconductivity due to residual interac-
tion in the models with strong local repulsion are familiar in
the high-Tc field. Scalapino et al.4 studied the Hubbard
model on a three-dimensional cubic lattice in a random phase
approximation (RPA) and found that d-wave pairing be-
comes attractive close to the spin density wave transition.
Kotliar and Liu5 studied the infinite-U Hubbard model on a
two-dimensional square lattice in a systematic large-N treat-
ment and found that the residual interaction from the no-
double-occupancy constraint favors d-wave superconductiv-
ity close to half filling. More recently, McKenzie et al.6
applied the analysis of Kotliar and Liu to the extended Hub-
bard model on the square lattice at a quarter filling and found
a transition to the ˛23˛2 CDW, which is driven by the
nearest-neighbor repulsion. Merino and McKenzie7 studied
superconducting instabilities of the Fermi liquid near this
transition.
It is of interest to perform similar studies on the triangular
lattice. RPA treatment in the spirit of Scalapino et al.4 has
been done by Tanaka et al.8 very recently. They find that in
the regime of interest for NaxCoO2·yH2O, a particular
f-wave triplet channel is favored close to the CDW instabil-
ity.
Here, we report a Kotliar-Liu type analysis for the trian-
gular lattice, which has not been done so far. The advantage
of our approach over the RPA is that the treatment of the
strong on-site repulsion is better controlled.
In our study, we also find that the preferred superconduct-
ing channel near the transition to the ˛33˛3 CDW is the
f-wave triplet state discussed by Tanaka et al.8 This state has
the lobes of large D oriented towards M points of the Bril-
louin zone (BZ) boundary as depicted in Fig. 1. The origin of
this result can be understood from the following Fermi sur-
face nesting argument.
FIG. 1. Schematics of the nesting argument for doping x= 13 .
External hexagon shows triangular lattice Brillouin zone, while in-
ternal hexagon shows reduced BZ for the ˛33˛3 order. Flat sur-
faces of the reduced BZ boundary are connected by the ˛33˛3
ordering wave vectors perpendicular to the surfaces. Near these
momenta transfer, Veffsu ,u8d becomes attractive close to the CDW
instability. We also show the f-wave triplet gap function that we
find to be the dominant superconducting channel from the residual
interaction; this channel utilizes the near nesting of uM points indi-
cated with black diamonds.
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In a RPA-type treatment, the effective interaction at wave
vector q is
Veffsqd =
Vsqd
1 + 2x0sqdVsqd
, s1d
where x0sqd is positive. This can be also written as
Veffsqd = Vsqd − 2xsqdVsqd2, s2d
where xsqd=x0sqd / f1+2x0sqdVsqdg is the full susceptibility
in RPA. Now, Vsqd is negative over some portion of the BZ,
in particular at the ˛33˛3 ordering wave vectors such as
Q=4p / s3adxˆ, so for sufficiently large V there is an instabil-
ity at which xsQd diverges. Equation (2) shows that close to
the instability the effective interaction becomes strongly at-
tractive at the ordering wave vectors. If there are sections of
the Fermi surface that are nearly connected by such wave
vectors, then we expect enhanced superconductivity in chan-
nels that utilize this nesting. Our calculation using the slave
boson theory also produces attractive effective interactions
due to charge fluctuations. The difference is that now the
effective potential depends on k and k8 of the electrons,
rather than q=k−k8. Near the Fermi surface we write this as
Veffsu ,u8d and we find that Veff has attractive components
when u and u8 are connected by an ordering vector Q.
Figure 1 shows the situation for doping x= 13 (drawn to
scale). It turns out that at this filling the Fermi surface lies
fairly close to the reduced BZ corresponding to the ˛33˛3
order. We also show the gap function Dk of the dominant
f-wave state. This has large absolute values in the directions
of the M points of the full BZ boundary and signs as
shown—positive sign near black diamonds and negative sign
for white diamonds. With an attractive VeffsQd, pairing be-
tween the black diamonds and also pairing between the white
diamonds are very favorable, since the black diamonds are
nearly connected among themselves by ordering wave vec-
tors, and so are the white diamonds.
We should of course consider the near nesting of other
Fermi surface segments as well. For example, take the point
uK and the point opposite to it on the Fermi surface shown by
the filled circles in Fig. 1. These points are also nearly con-
nected by an ordering vector and this pairing would favor a
spin singlet state. As an example, an s-wave state gains from
all points u ,u8 that are connected by Veffsu ,u8d,0. The rea-
son why the s-wave channel is still disfavored is that there
remains significant overall repulsion over non-nested
Veffsu ,u8d that it cannot avoid. The earlier f-wave state ap-
pears to be best for the overall Veff.
The paper is organized as follows. We first perform a
slave boson meanfield treatment of a generalized tV model
with N fermion species. Near x= 13 , two candidate states are
studied—a uniform Fermi liquid and a state with ˛33˛3
charge order. The phase diagram is established. We then
study fluctuations over the uniform saddle point in 1/N ex-
pansion, and focus on the residual quasiparticle interactions
from such fluctuations. This approach can be viewed as a
version of RPA that treats the on-site constraint systemati-
cally, and provides a more quantitative justification of the
earlier nesting argument.
We conclude this Introduction with one remark. Earlier
works9–14 considered the tJ model on the triangular lattice
and found that the dominant superconductivity from the J
interaction is d+ id singlet state. This conclusion was also
reached in our earlier report3 in which we studied the tJV
model and treated J as the main residual interaction. The tV
model with no J terms predicts f-wave triplet state near the
CDW order, and offers a way to distinguish between these
two different pairing mechanisms. The experimental situa-
tion regarding the pairing symmetry of NaxCoO2·yH2O re-
mains inconclusive, with controversy still surrounding
whether there is a jump in the Knight shift below Tc.15,16
II. EXTENDED HUBBARD MODEL
ON TRIANGULAR LATTICE
We consider the extended Hubbard model in the limit of
large onsite repulsion, i.e., the following tV Hamiltonian
Hˆ tV = − PGo
ij
tijcis
† cjsPG +
1
2o
ij
Vijninj s3d
with nearest-neighbor repulsion Vij =V. PG projects out
double occupation of sites. The band is less than half filled,
with the average fermion density of 1−x per site, and we
specifically consider the case t.0. See Refs. 3 and 9 for a
more detailed discussion of the possible application of this
Hamiltonian to the NaxCoO2 system. Here, we are primarily
interested in the doping near x= 13 .
A. Meanfield formalism
Our meanfield treatment follows closely McKenzie et al.6
The general formalism is the same except for an arithmetic
difference in Eq. (14) and some minor differences in the
analysis. We apply this formalism to the triangular lattice tV
model. Slave boson formulation is used to treat the no-
double-occupancy constraint. We write cis
†
= f is† bi, and the
slave boson Hamiltonian acts in the Hilbert space with
f is† f is+bi†bi=1; the boson field b keeps track of the empty
sites.
To formulate a meanfield description and also in order to
go beyond the meanfield in a systematic manner, we consider
a generalized model with N fermionic species. The slave
boson Hamiltonian is written as
Hˆ = −
1
NSoij tij f is
† f jsbj†bi +
1
2NSoij Vij f is
† f issNS − bj†bjd ,
s4d
which now acts in the space
f is† f is + bi†bi = NS s5d
(the spin index s runs from 1 to N). For convenience, we
introduced parameter S, which is kept fixed as we take N
→‘. We also used a particular form for the repulsion term.
To study the system behavior with doping, we fix the total
fermion number to NSs1−xd fermions per site (our large N
limit is thus like a thermodynamic limit in the fermion fla-
vors). At the end of the calculation, we will put N=2, S= 12 ,
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and our specific choices when defining Hfb are such that this
will reproduce the slave boson Hamiltonian for the spin-12
model.
Proceeding as in McKenzie et al.6 and Kotliar and Liu,5
we write the path integral in the radial gauge17
Z =E Df¯DfDrDl expF− E
0
b
dtLstdG . s6d
The imaginary time Lagrangian
L = o
i
f¯iss]t − m + ilidf is −
1
NSoij tijrirj f
¯
isf js
+
1
2NSoij f
¯
isf isVijsNS − rj2d + o
i
ilisri
2
− NSd
+ mo
i
NSs1 − xd . s7d
To obtain this, auxiliary field listd was introduced to enforce
the constraint; the phase of the original boson field bi was
gauged away, while the absolute value is now a real field
ri= ubiu [the corresponding measure is Dr=pi,tristddristd].
Chemical potential m sets the correct fermion density.
We now formally integrate out the fermions and seek
saddle points of the resulting action in terms of the fields ri
and li. The natural scale for the r fields is r2,N, and upon
such rescaling (which we do not perform explicitly) the
saddle point analysis can be cast into a formal large N pro-
cedure.
The saddle point conditions read
kf¯isf isl + ri2 = NS , s8d
i.e., the constraints are satisfied on average, and
wi ; ili =
1
2NSoj
rj
ri
ftijkf¯isf jsl + tjikf¯jsf islg
+
1
2NSoj Vjikf
¯jsf jsl . s9d
We seek time-independent saddle points. However, the fields
may be spatially varying to allow for possible charge inho-
mogeneity. In this case, wi+ s1/2NSdo jVijsNS−rj
2d is an ef-
fective potential on site i [cf. Eq. (7)], while s1/NSdrirjtij is
an effective hopping amplitude in such meanfield. Among all
saddle points, we are to take the one that minimizes the free
energy specified by Eq. (7).
We first consider the uniform saddle point, which has ri
2
;b2=NSx and
ili ; w =
1
NS
N
Ldok st
˜k +
1
2V˜ 0d fsjkd . s10d
Here, t˜k=or8trr8e
−iksr−r8d and similarly for V˜ k (we will often
drop tildes when the meaning is unambiguous); Ld is the
number of lattice sites; fsjd=1/ sebj+1d is the Fermi distri-
bution; and jk is the quasiparticle energy measured relative
to the Fermi level
jk = − xt˜k + w +
1
2V˜ 0s1 − xd − m . s11d
The chemical potential is tuned so that
1
Ldok fsjkd = Ss1 − xd . s12d
The uniform saddle point represents a renormalized Fermi
liquid with effective hopping xtij. We recognize such hop-
ping energy renormalization as coming from the configura-
tional constraints imposed by the no-double-occupancy con-
dition. At this level, the repulsive interaction leads only to
the shift in the bottom of the band.
B. Fluctuations over the uniform state
Away from half filling and for small V, the uniform saddle
point has the lowest free energy. We can establish the region
of its local stability by considering small fluctuations above
the uniform state. Proceeding as in Refs. 5 and 6, we obtain
the following quadratic action for the fluctuations ili=w
+ idli, ri=bs1+drid:
Ss2d =
1
2 oq,vn
fdrs− q,− vnd dls− q,− vnd gSGrr Grl
Glr Gll
D
3Sdrsq,vnd
dlsq,vnd
D , s13d
where vn is bosonic Matsubara frequency, and the “inverse
RPA propagator” is given by
Grrsq,vnd = 2b2w −
2b2
NS
N
Ldok Stk+q + 12V˜ 0D fsjkd
−
b4
sNSd2
N
Ldok
fsjk+qd − fsjkd
ivn + jk − jk+q
stk + tk+q + Vqd2,
s14d
Grlsq,vnd = Glrsq,vnd
= iF2b2 + b2NS NLdok fsjk+qd − fsjkdivn + jk − jk+q stk + tk+q + VqdG ,
s15d
Gllsq,vnd =
N
Ldok
fsjk+qd − fsjkd
ivn + jk − jk+q
. s16d
The above expressions coincide with Eq. (17) in Ref. 6 upon
replacements t / sNSd→ t /N, V / sNSd→2V /N, except that the
V˜ 0 term in Grr replaces V˜ k there.
We can write more compactly
Grr =
2b2
NS
Y −
b4
sNSd2
sVq
2X0 + 2VqX1 + X2d , s17d
Grl = Glr = iF2b2 + b2NS sVqX0 + X1dG , s18d
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Gll = X0, s19d
where we used Eq. (10) and introduced
Xpsq,vnd =
N
Ldok stk + tk+qd
p fsjk+qd − fsjkd
ivn + jk − jk+q
, s20d
Ysqd =
N
Ldok stk − tk+qdfsjkd . s21d
As discussed in Ref. 5, the local stability of the saddle
point is determined by the condition det G=GrrGll
−GrlGlr.0, which translates to
X0S4b2NS Vq + 2YNS − b
2
NS
X2
NSD + b2S2 + X1NSD
2
. 0. s22d
We now focus on the stability to static perturbations, set-
ting vn=0. Since X0.0 and Vq is negative in some portion
of the Brillouin zone, there is clearly an instability for suffi-
ciently large V.
The local stability analysis specialized to N=2,S= 12 (and
in the zero-temperature limit) for all dopings is summarized
in Fig. 2.
For x,0.14 there is an instability at q=0 for small V,
which persists as long as
det Gsq = 0d = const 3 f1 + 2tFnseFd + V˜ 0nseFdg , 0,
s23d
where we used X0sq=0d=nseFd, etc., nseFd is the spinful den-
sity of states per site at the Fermi level. The instability is
towards phase separation into hole-rich and hole-poor re-
gions. This can be seen by examining the energy of the uni-
form state (measured per site)
Hsxd = Etsxd +
1
2V˜ 0s1 − xd
2
, s24d
where Etsxd is the hopping energy per site in the free fermion
problem with hopping amplitude tx and fermion density s1
−xd. After some analysis, condition (23) is seen to be equiva-
lent to H9sxd,0, which indeed leads to phase separation.
Note that moderate nearest-neighbor repulsion V stabilizes
the uniform saddle point against phase separation, and the
corresponding boundary is shown in the lower left hand cor-
ner of Fig. 2.
The instability of the uniform state for large V is found to
always occur at the ˛33˛3 ordering wave vector. The cor-
responding critical sV / tdc is shown with the dotted line in Fig
2. In the region designated renormalized Fermi liquid the
uniform state is stable towards static fluctuations at any wave
vector.
C. ˛3ˆ˛3 CDW saddle points
However, local stability does not guarantee global stabil-
ity of the saddle point. As a specific example, we consider
x=
1
3 . The earlier local stability analysis gives
Vcsx = 1/3d = 2.11. s25d
The uniform saddle point has the energy per site
Euniformsx = 1/3d = − 6txkf is† f jsl + 3Vs1 − xd2 s26d
with kf is† f jsl=0.337 for the uniform hopping at this doping.
On the other hand, consider a competing state with com-
plete ˛33˛3 order which has all charges on the B and C
sublattices, bB=bC=0, while the sublattice A is not occupied,
bA=1. The energy per site is
E˛33˛3sx = 1/3d = V . s27d
It is simple to see that the latter becomes energetically pre-
ferred over the uniform state for V=2.00, i.e., below the local
instability point of the uniform state, which means that the
transition is first order. The following detailed analysis finds
that the the actual transition occurs at Vc
1stordersx= 13 d=1.98 to
a state which is close to the above state with complete CDW
order.
To study such possibilities in detail, we consider saddle
points that have the ˛33˛3 ordering pattern. The procedure
is as follows: We select the A sublattice of the three sublat-
tices, and seek saddle points that have bi=bA on the A sub-
lattice and bi=bB=bC on the B and C sublattices. Of course,
these must satisfy bA
2 +bB
2 +bC
2
=3x. Similarly, we allow dif-
ferent wA and wB=wC. For convenience, we can take wA
+wB+wC=0, since there is also the chemical potential degree
of freedom which is tuned to obtain the correct fermion den-
sity for each set bA ,wA. Now, for each bA we tune wA until
bA
2 + kfAs† fAsl=1 is satisfied, and finally adjust bA so that the
other self-consistency condition Eq. (9) is satisfied. We find
all such saddle points and compare their free energies ob-
tained from Eq. (7). The result is shown in Fig. 2 with
circles. Filled circles indicate the situation similar to x= 13 ,
when the transition is first order. For open circles, we tenta-
tively conclude that the transition point coincides with that
FIG. 2. Meanfield phase diagram of the tV Hamiltonian. For
x,0.14, the uniform state is unstable at q=0 (towards phase sepa-
ration) for small repulsion V, but is stabilized for moderate V. For
large V, the instability occurs at the ˛33˛3 ordering wave vector
and the critical sV / tdc is shown with the dotted line. In the region
between the dotted lines, the uniform state is locally stable at all
wave vectors. The circles show the actual meanfield transitions with
general ˛33˛3 ansatz; filled circles indicate first-order phase tran-
sitions, while open circles indicate second-order transitions.
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determined by the local stability analysis and the transition is
second order.
We considered in detail the uniform and the ˛33˛3
CDW saddle points. Since we are interested in the doping
regime near x= 13 , where we do not expect some other state to
enter the competition, the presented meanfield analysis is
complete.
III. RESIDUAL SUPERCONDUCTING INSTABILITIES
We now aim to go beyond the meanfield description. The
free energy of the uniform state at next order in 1/N can be
obtained from the quadratic action Ss2d, Eq. (13). In terms of
the fermionic quasiparticles, this contains further effective
mass renormalization as well as residual interaction of qua-
siparticles mediated by the bosons. We focus on the residual
interaction, in order to decide which pairing channel is fa-
vored at low temperatures for our triangular lattice with hard
repulsion.
The vertices coupling the fermions and the bosons can be
obtained by examining the Lagrangian Eq. (7), while the
boson propagators are given by the inverse of the matrix
Gˆ sq ,vnd in the quadratic action, e.g., Drrsq ,vnd;kdrs−q ,
−vnddrsq ,vndl=Gll /detGˆ , etc. From the expressions for G
and using b2,N, all propagators are Os1/Nd.
For our study, we single out interaction terms relevant for
the Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) instability, obtaining
Veffsk1,k2d = Dll −
b4
sNSd2
Drrutk1 + tk2 + Vqu
2
+ i
b2
NS
fDlrsV−q + t−k1 + t−k2d
+ DrlsVq + tk1 + tk2dg , s28d
where all boson propagators are at wavevector q=k1−k2. The
interaction is of order Os1/Nd. If we ignore the frequency
dependence of the boson propagators, the relevant terms cor-
respond to the standard pairing Hamiltonian
Hˆ pairing =
1
2Ld ok1,k2
Veffsk1,k2dfk1,s
† f
−k1,s8
† f
−k2,s8fk2,s. s29d
From now on, we fix N=2, S= 12 . We first consider in
detail doping x= 13 . We are primarily interested in the scatter-
ing processes when momenta k1 and k2 lie near the Fermi
surface. Therefore, we visualize the effective interaction by
fixing the momenta on the Fermi surface and plotting
Veffsu1 ,u2d as a function of polar angles. This is shown in
Fig. 3, where we see how Veff evolves for increasing V ap-
proaching the CDW transition. Observe that there is residual
repulsion even when V=0, which is entirely due to the no-
double-occupancy constraint, and that this repulsion already
has some momentum space features. As we increase V from
zero, the initial effect is to add more repulsion at zero mo-
mentum transfer. Increasing V further and approaching the
˛33˛3 CDW instability, there is a dramatic development in
the features associated with scattering at the ˛33˛3 order-
ing wave vectors. As discussed in the introduction, the qua-
siparticle interaction at such momentum transfer becomes
attractive close to the critical point, and this is clearly seen in
the plots. In Fig. 3, the critical point Vc=2.11 is defined from
the quadratic fluctuation analysis. As discussed earlier, in the
meanfield, we find instead first-order phase transition at a
somewhat lower Vc
1storder
=1.98. However, the features in
Veffsu ,u8d are already enhanced at the actual transition since
it occurs close to the instability point and has significant
critical fluctuations, so we will mostly ignore the distinction
in what follows.
We now study BCS instabilities due to this residual inter-
action; the analysis below is valid for either singlet or Sz
=0 triplet superconducting channels. We follow Refs. 4 and
5 and define coupling constant associated with each channel
Dk,gaskd:
FIG. 3. Residual quasiparticle interaction relevant for the pair-
ing instability [cf. Eq. (29)] plotted for the momenta k1 and k2 on
the Fermi surface. One angle is kept fixed while the other is varied
over the Fermi Surface as indicated in the insets, which also show
the triangular lattice BZ and the reduced BZ for the ˛33˛3 CDW
order (see Fig. 1). The data are for x= 13 , and the uniform state
becomes unstable at Vc=2.11. The vertical scale is in units of t. Top
panel: The fixed angle is in the direction of the K point of the full
BZ boundary. As we approach the CDW instability, 180° scattering
amplitude becomes attractive, which is associated with the fact that
the corresponding Fermi surface points (black circles) are nearly
connected by one of the ˛33˛3 ordering wave vectors. Bottom
panel: The fixed angle is in the direction of the M point; the three
nearly nested points occur at 120° from each other.
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ca = −
E dskuvku E
dsk8
s2pdduvk8u
gaskd*Veffsk,k8dgask8d
E dskuvku ugaskdu2
, s30d
where the integration is over the Fermi surface elements ds,
and vskd=„kjskd is the Fermi velocity. For an attractive
channel, we must have ca.0, and the transitions tempera-
ture is given by the weak coupling BCS expression (which is
appropriate in the present case)
Tcfag = V expf− 1/cag , s31d
the frequency cutoff is roughly V,xt, since the energy in-
tegration is over the entire band.
Representative triangular lattice tight binding harmonics
that cover main symmetry classes are listed in Table I. Four
of the ansatze have their real-space Drr8 nonzero on nearest-
neighbor bonds only, the next-nearest-neighbor (NNN)
f-wave ansatz has next-nearest-neighbor bonds, and the
i-wave ansatz requires even further neighbor bonds. Since
Veff is real, only real ansatze need to be considered. Indeed,
in this case the problem of finding a harmonic with the larg-
est coupling constant is equivalent to a real symmetric eigen-
value problem; the easiest way to see this is to discretize the
ds integrals and define caskd=gaskdsdsk / uvkud1/2.
Figure 4 shows the coupling constant ca evaluated for the
harmonics in Table I. We find that for all V (except very
close to Vc) the NNN f-wave triplet is the dominant channel,
while the other ansatze are repulsive or become repulsive
upon increasing V. The performance of the NNN f-wave is
understood by looking at the bottom panel of Fig. 2. The
three marked points 120° from each other are nearly con-
nected by ˛33˛3 ordering wave vectors and the scattering
among these points becomes attractive upon approaching the
CDW regime. As displayed in Fig. 1, the NNN f-wave ansatz
has its positive lobes oriented precisely in these three direc-
tions and is able to utilize this attraction.
Here, we note that generic next-nearest-neighbor ansatze
utilize this nesting better than the nearest-neighbor ones, and
we tried the corresponding NNN versions of the s, p, and d
wave; the coupling constants are improved (not shown), but
are still far from approaching the NNN f-wave ansatz. This
is because each ansatz also has to pay the cost of repulsive
scattering on large non-nested portions of the Fermi surface,
and the NNN f-wave ansatz appears to be best here as well.
For example, the coupling constant for the s-wave remains
negative and appears on the scale of Fig. 4 only very close to
the critical point, despite the fact that it gains from all attrac-
tive Veffsu ,u8d,0.
In fact, we also solve the full eigenvalue problem speci-
fied by Eq. (30), and plot the first (maximal) and the second
eigenvalue in the same figure. We find that the NNN f-wave
coupling constant coincides with the maximal eigenvalue in
the entire range of V,Vc (except maybe very close to Vc).
The second eigenvalue is well separated from the first; the
corresponding eigenvector over a large range of V does not
have one of the simple s, p, d, or i character, but instead has
eight lobes in momentum space, four of each sign.
Finally, Fig. 5 shows the maximal eigenvalue as a func-
tion of V for several dopings. In each case, the maximal
eigenvalue corresponds to the NNN f-wave ansatz. The nest-
ing displayed in the bottom panel of Fig. 3 that favors the
TABLE I. Triangular lattice harmonics evaluated in Fig. 4. e1,
e2, e3=e2−e1 refer to unit triangular lattice vectors. The labels are
to be taken as descriptive only.
Ansatz gk Label
cos k ·e1+cos k ·e2+cos k ·e3 s
sin k ·e2−sin k ·e3 px
cos k ·e2−cos k ·e3 dxy
sin k ·e1−sin k ·e2+sin k ·e3 f
sin k · se1+e2d−sin k · se2+e3d+sin k · se3−e1d NNN f
cos k · s2e1+e2d−cos k · se1+2e2d+cos k · s2e2+e3d
−cos k · se2+2e3d+cos k · s2e3−e1d−cos k · se3−2e1d
i
FIG. 4. Coupling constants for the triangular lattice harmonics
in Table I (the s-wave ansatz is below the bottom of the plot). The
doping is x= 13 , and the critical Vc=2.11 sets the right-hand plot
boundary. We also show the maximal and the second eigenvalue;
the NNN f-wave coupling constant coincides with the maximal
eigenvalue for all V shown.
FIG. 5. Maximal eigenvalue for dopings x=0.20, 0.30, and 0.40.
The critical Vc from the quadratic fluctuation analysis is indicated
by vertical line in each case, while the first-order transition is indi-
cated with the corresponding arrow near the bottom of the graph
(cf. Fig. 2).
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NNN f-wave improves as we lower the doping, since the
Fermi surface passes through the end points of the reduced
BZ when x=0.194 (see also Fig. 1). From Fig. 5 we see that
the enhancement in the coupling constant is strongest and
over the broadest range for x=0.20. Observe also that the
residual interaction from the no-double-occupancy constraint
only sV=0d also favors the discussed NNN f-wave channel
on the triangular lattice.
We conclude by discussing what these results mean for
the scale of superconductivity. We see that because of the
nesting the maximal ca can be relatively large compared to
similar predictions in the non-nested cases (such as square
lattice at finite doping, Ref. 5). However, if we use Eq. (31)
literally, the obtained scale of Tc is still very small: for ex-
ample, if we take ca=0.1, which is fairly large, then expf
−1/cag,5310−5, which is tiny. Here we remark that one
specific ingredient that can enhance Tc is missing in the
present treatment, namely, the enhancement of the effective
mass by the nearest-neighbor repulsion while remaining in
the Fermi liquid. More precisely, at the presented level of
analysis, the effective hopping teff=xt is not renormalized by
V, whereas it can become several times smaller when addi-
tional short-range correlations are included as discussed in
Ref. 3 and in the following section. Since 1/ca, teff /Veff,
this can have dramatic effect on the calculated Tc.
IV. JASTROW-GUTZWILLER WAVE FUNCTION
STUDY—DISCUSSION
We now consider in some detail how the above results
apply to the original spin-12 model. To this end, we have
performed a systematic trial wave function study of the tV
model. Specifically, we consider a family of Jastrow-
Gutzwiller wave functions3,18
CJGsr1s1, . . . d = e−oi,j usri−rjddetfcasRjdgdetfcasRj8dg ,
s32d
where hRj and hR8j denote the positions of spin-up and spin-
down fermions, respectively, and the wave function is non-
zero only when the two sets do not overlap, which is the
result of Gutzwiller projection. hcaj refer to appropriate
single-particle states that are occupied in the “preprojected”
wave function. Each configuration of fermions is also
weighted by a Jastrow factor defined via two-particle
pseudopotentials usri−rjd, which puts additional correlations
into the wave function.
The Fermi liquid state is obtained by occupying appropri-
ate plane wave states ck, ukułkF. From our studies of the tV
model, we conclude that already the nearest-neighbor Ja-
strow factor gives good control over local correlations and is
sufficient for an accurate energetics distinction between the
Fermi liquid and competing charge ordered state.
As discussed at length in Ref. 3, lattice gas system de-
scribed by the nearest-neighbor usri ,rjd;W undergoes a
transition to a ˛33˛3 state for large W. Our direct optimi-
zation with such single-parameter wave function showed that
this state is driven into the charge-ordered regime for suffi-
ciently strong repulsion V and dopings in the range
0.27,x,0.50. We also mentioned that once this happens,
we are no longer justified in using plane waves for the pre-
projected orbitals. We should instead consider more general
single-particle states; for example, we consider orbitals ob-
tained by diagonalizing a “trial” Hamiltonian
Hˆ CDW = − o
ij
xijcis
† cjs + o
i
wicis
† cis, s33d
where we allow generic hopping amplitudes xij and site po-
tentials wi that follow the ˛33˛3 ordering pattern. Specifi-
cally, we select the A sublattice and take xAB=xAC=1+k,
xBC=1−k; k.0 makes the hopping more dice-lattice-like,
while k,0 makes it more honeycomb-like. We also use the
convention wB=wC=−wA /2 and vary wA. Observe that this
structure of the trial Hamiltonian is suggested by the mean-
field treatment of the Fermi liquid-CDW competition in Sec.
II, and in fact by any such meanfield. However, our wave
functions have further local correlations built in by the Ja-
strow factors which allow the liquid to better accommodate
the nearest-neighbor repulsion (also leading to significant
renormalization of the bandwidth as discussed in Ref. 3),
while this is missing in the meanfield.
We summarize our wave function studies for three dop-
ings x=0.24, 0.33, and 0.40. We report only the result of the
three-parameter W ,k ,wA optimization. When k=0,wA=0,
we obtain the Fermi liquid state. As discussed earlier, this
restricted study should suffice for an accurate determination
of the uniform liquid to CDW transition.
For dopings x=0.33 and 0.40, we find rather abrupt tran-
sitions to the ˛33˛3 state at Vcsx=0.33d<3.5 and Vcsx
=0.40d<4.0. On the other hand, for the doping x=0.24, the
system shows no ordering till very large V=15 to 20 and
maybe even higher. Comparing with Fig. 2, the behavior at
this lowest doping is very different from the meanfield pre-
diction. This is an extreme manifestation of the fact that the
charges are able to effectively avoid each other and remain in
the liquid state, which is captured by our Jastrow-Gutzwiller
wave function, while the meanfield uniform state cannot ac-
commodate this and pays large repulsion energy cost.
Finally, having established the dominant local energetics,
we also tried adding superconducting correlations on top of
the renormalized Fermi liquid state. We tried several super-
conducting ansatz including extended s wave, p+ ip, d+ id, f
wave, and also their NNN versions. However, in our studies
we were not able to detect any improvement in the energetics
upon adding superconductivity. From this we conclude that if
some such state appears at low energies, the condensation
energy is still very small to be detected by direct numerical
studies. In this situation, we are left to rely on approximate
analytical calculations such as discussed in the main body of
this paper.
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